Bipolar Air Demand in Boilers using Arduino Controller
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Abstract: While it is possible to operate and control a boiler with indicators and recorders alone, efficient and reliable operation through simple control is not optimal these days. Early boilers were smaller and operated with simple, but rising demand for, and cost of, steam production has resulted in larger boilers with increased output. More careful boiler control calls for process instrumentation. Air control is inaccurate and unreliable, particularly when flow rates drop below 25% of maximum load. Traditional control methods set the fuel-air ratio. This solution cannot correctly compensate for process variables and is slow to respond to varying load conditions. This control element cannot be solely depended on for accurate control. The goal of airflow optimization is to minimize thermal losses and prevention of a starved boiler. Minimizing excess air reduces stack temperature and thermal loss and can only be done utilizing high accuracy airflow measurement devices. The fuel saving potential in a boiler can exceed 20% in some cases and can lead to substantial savings. Airflow is one of the most important components of boiler control and is critical for safe, reliable, and efficient operation. Incorrect air control can result in toxic gas production, flame outs, fuel-rich conditions and explosion, inefficient operation, erratic cycling, and other issues. Boiler operators need continuous information to adjust the firing rates and distribution of fuel and air to the burners. This can sometimes be difficult to obtain particularly when the air flow is lesser than the demand. It’s common to feed excess air to the boiler at all loads to ensure complete combustion of the fuel. However, this practice can reduce efficiency. Too much air means excess fan power and stack loss from unused oxygen. Lesser air means unburnt fuels in stack. A careful balance between fuel and air is necessary for optimum efficiency, which can only be obtained through careful, multivariable measurement of airflow, fuel flow, and analytical analysis of the stack gases.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The boiler is to be fed with the required quantity of feed. Supplied feed is the crude. This crude contains enormous products, which are further separated depending on the combustion process carried out. Feed provided depends upon the boiler size as it varies accordingly. Fixed amount of air and fuel ratio is to be fed to the boiler for efficient combustion process. The amount of fuel required depends upon the supply air and quantity of air supplied depends on the amount of fuel. Thus the air fuel ratio determines the efficiency of the system. In this project air supplied is the key factor as the amount of fuel remains constant. Depending upon the air content two sensors are used. If the amount of oxygen is more then it is sensed using an oxygen sensor. On the contrary it cannot detect the deficient amount of oxygen. In order to overcome this issue we use an CO sensor, as the amount of oxygen provided is inversely proportional to the carbon monoxide produced.

Fig.1 Overview of system
II. PARAMETERS MONITORED

The parameters that are to be monitored are air and fuel ratio, motor speed and excess air. They are monitored using air fuel ratio controller.

![Overview of output panel](image)

**Fig.2** Overview of output panel

III. EXISTING SYSTEM

The boiler is supplied with air and fuel through separate feed pipelines. Boiler is filled with crude. Thus a fixed air fuel ratio is provided to the system and combustion process is carried out. But the major drawback is that the density of fuel varies accordingly. As a result the amount of air supplied should also be varied. The air fuel ratio for a boiler is measured by a ratio controller and the controller output controls the damper of the blower. Various disadvantages of existing system are Air deficiency magnitude is not known, Sudden increase in excess air flow, Frequent load changes affect boiler operation, Black smoke of change of load, Waste of fuel and No real time data capturing possible.

![Existing system](image)

**Fig.3** Existing system

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM

Our project is aiming for the measurement of air requirement of the combustion process in both positive and negative sides. If the air is more than the required quantity, it can be measured by measuring the percentage of oxygen. But if the air quantity is less than the required quantity, then the oxygen indication will be zero irrespective of the magnitude. In order to overcome this problem, our project measures the deficiency in air by measuring CO in the flue gas. The signal is very nonlinear in nature. A separate algorithm to be developed to linearize the signal. The final control is shifted from damper to variable speed drive which directly controls the blower speed. Hence the energy supplied to the motor is minimized or saved in accordance with the load changes.
When the excess air falls below zero, the controller has no idea to what extent the value has gone and so we incorporate a CO sensor.

VI. VISUAL BASIC

The motor speed, air fuel ratio and excess air are continuously monitored and recorded using the visual basic. Various analysis patterns were incorporated for efficient operation of the system.
VII. CONCLUSION

Amount of excess oxygen is measured using oxygen sensor. Deficit amount of oxygen can be predicted when the amount of carbon monoxide emitted is more. A distinct data acquisition system to be designed using Visual Studio to collect, indicate, store and plot trend. This system will help us to monitor the boiler combustion control in real time basis and analyse the long term.
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